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Introduction

Context
In recent years, the IT landscape has been changing considerably. After an initial phase of
exploration, digital transformation is becoming the goal of every company and organization that
aims to survive in an increasingly growing market. Concepts, technologies and methods are
becoming commonplace and their adoption has been the challenge of the last decade. As if this
was not enough, the global crisis of 2020 has accelerated more than ever the need to adopt
technologies and skills that allow companies to face the digital world and develop new
technological and business paradigms, thus trying to satisfy the consumer in increasingly
effective, efficient and innovative ways.

Mia-Academy
Mia-Academy was created to address this challenge.
Mia-Academy is a proven professional culture empowerment system, in which Agile methods are
taught and used.

Mia-Academy's goal is to make teams autonomous in the development of new
generation digital platforms.

The following document illustrates the training path for the Mia-Platform Operations Professional
certification, dedicated to those who want to install and maintain the Mia-Platform Console.

Course goals
The course aims to train professionals with the skills necessary for the installation and
maintenance of the Mia-Platform console and all its core components and plug-ins. Among the
main skills that will be covered by the program we highlight the ability to install the Mia-Platform
Console on a kubernetes cluster via Helm Chart, customize the installation according to customer
needs, know the stack of technologies that accompany the Console in the cycle of software
development. Finally, knowing how to configure the tools necessary for the operation of the
Console (Git, Mongo, Ka�a etc). In addition to providing the knowledge to install and maintain the
Console, the course also provides the information necessary to configure the Tenants, the project
templates, the marketplace, the users and everything needed to make the development teams
operational on the platform.

Duration: 4 sessions of 3 hours + exam



Modules

Module 1: Mia-Platform Preconditions
The first module gives an introduction to the technology stack behind Mia-Platform Console and
explains how to install and configure those technologies. Starting from Kubernetes, that is the
constant of all Mia-Platform Console installation, the module will give an explanation about all the
k8s resources (service, deployment, pod etc) and how the console automates the creation of
those files.
Next all the complementary tools will be explored and explained in detail.

● Kubernetes
■ Service
■ Deployment
■ Pod
■ Hpa
■ ConfigMap
■ Secrets
■ Ingress
■ Certificate

● Git
■ Gitlab, GitHub

● Build & Deploy
■ Gitlab Runner
■ Jenkins
■ MLP
■ Nexus

● Logging & Monitoring
■ Kibana
■ Grafana & Prometheus
■ Fluentd & FluentBit

● MongoDB
■ Installation and configuration

● Ka�a
■ Installation and configuration

Takeaways:
● Knowledge of Kubernetes architecture and resources and how the Console deals with

them.



● Know the main tools and technologies that the Console needs and how they work with
the console.

● Know how to size the tools and machines that host the tools.

Module 2: Installing and Updating Mia-Platform Console
The second module focuses on the installation and update of the Mia-Platform Console. First of
all, the distribution model will be explained in its three different forms exploring all the
differences.
Helm Chart it’s the technology used to install and update the pods that compose the Mia-Platform
console, during the course participants will explore the tool and its specific configuration.

● Distribution Model
■ PaaS
■ BYOI
■ Pure licence

● Helm
● Cluster setup
● Mia-Platform Console installation

■ Install Mia-Platform Console using Helm and connect  to k8s, git, ecc
● Mia-Platform Console updating Helm

■ Update Mia-Platform Console using Helm

Takeaways:
● Know how the Mia-Platform Console can be distributed and how to choose the correct

distribution model based on client needs
● Know how to install the Mia-Platform Console using Helm on a kubernetes cluster
● Know how to update the Mia-Platform Console and how to customize the installation with

Helm values.

Modulo 3: Configure Mia-Platform
With the gained knowledge from the first and second module the participant knows how to install
and update Mia-Platform Console and his technology stack. In this module the focus will be
learning how to customize the installation based on client’s need: create Tenant, Project and
Pipelines templates, customize runtime environment and configure the microservices
Marketplace.

● Console CMS
● Tenant

■ How to create and setup a tenant
■ Environment setup



● Project Template
■ How to create and setup a project template (dashboard, core services)

● Pipelines Templates
■ Exploring pipelines templates repositories and pipelines

● Marketplace
■ How to add an example, template or plugin

Takeaways:
● Know how to configure the Mia-Platform Console Environment to enable client’s feature

teams to be autonomous
● Know how to use templating to govern and speed up development

Module 4: User Permissions and Troubleshooting
Once the Mia-Platform environment is set up, users must be enabled to work on the platform. The
first half of this module focuses on how to add, manage and give the right permission levels to
Mia-Platform users.
After you installed and configured Mia-Platform and you gave access to users, you are ready to
start developing and deploying your services. However, each installation is different, during the
installation phase and/or during the daily usage some problems can occur. In order to be
prepared for unexpected scenarios, the fourth module presents the most frequent issues and
explains them in detail.
Finally, the module will deal with Backup and Disaster recovery in order to always be prepared
for the problems that we can’t predict.

● Users
■ How to add and manage users

● Permissions
■ Manage users permissions: create project, deploy, branch strategies etc

● Most frequents problems and how to solve them
● Data Backup & Data Retention
● Disaster Recovery

Takeaways:
● Know how to manage users and permissions
● Know the most frequents problem and how to avoid/solve them
● Know the backup and disaster recovery best practices


